
THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE ENRON COMPANY SCANDAL INVOLVING

MARK TO MARKET ACCOUNTING

In , Lay created the Enron Finance Corporation and appointed Jeffrey to mark-to-market (MTM) accounting method, for
which the company these SPVs was to hide accounting realities rather than operating results.

His first task was to deal with a cash crisis. These new measures are important mechanisms to spot and close
loopholes that companies have used to avoid accountability. More important, Andersen will have to explain
why it delayed notifying the SEC after learning of the internal Enron memo warning of problems. In North
America, Enron was the largest wholesale marketer of natural gas and electricity. The suits were dropped after
the acquisition was finalized. We acknowledge his kind cooperation. It was credited to create market trading
in energy. The following year, the Argus properties were consolidated into Peoples Natural Gas Company, a
subsidiary of Northern. Encouraged by deregulation, Enron turned to electricity and tried to buy into the water
business and to hedge London weather. The mark-to-market practice led to schemes that were designed to hide
the losses and make the company appear more profitable than it really was. Bush signed into law the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act. The lender himself had a contract with Enron as well: he should also deliver gas to
Enron, and Enron would pay for it. This technique measures the value of a security based on its current market
value instead of its book value. Enron's founder and former CEO Kenneth Lay were convicted on six counts of
fraud and conspiracy and four counts of bank fraud. Even more important, though, was the potential income
from consulting, according to John C. Duncan invoked his Fifth Amendment rights against self-incrimination
at a congressional hearing in January. By hedging its risks with special purpose entities which it owned, Enron
retained the risks associated with the transactions. In addition, the Big Five called for modernization of the
financial reporting system in the United States to make it more timely and relevant, including more
nonfinancial information on entity performance. Methods the company used to disclose or creatively obscure
its complicated financial dealings were erroneous and, in the view of some, downright deceptive. By using
SPEs such as limited partnerships with outside parties, a company is permitted to increase leverage and ROA
without having to report debt on its balance sheet. Skilling instituted the performance review committee PRC ,
which became known as the harshest employee-ranking system in the country. This gave companies whose
business was affected by weather, such as home heating companies or golf courses, a hedge against the risk of
unfavorable weather. It was used to develop and execute energy strategies of various companies. CEO Lay
was fervently in favor of deregulation, believing it would solve problems for consumers and utilities alike. If
the revenue from the power plant was less than the projected amount, instead of taking the loss, the company
would then transfer the asset to an off-the-books corporation where the loss would go unreported. Please,
though, remember this: Never take customer and employee confidence for granted.


